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1 SESSION AND OBJECTIVES 

Universities have a rich and diverse set 
of assets, from unique spaces to state-
of-the-art scientific laboratories, 
sports facilities to medical equipment, 
filming locations to media studios. 

Whilst these facilities are primarily 
required for the institutions own 
academic purposes, there is a strong 
hypothesis that broader access for hire 
could generate significant commercial 
revenue, help share knowledge and 
benefit the local community.  

In conjunction with the University of 
Derby’s (UOD) Research and 
Innovation team, Dispace hosted a 
round table discussion with a panel of 
university members from across the 
country to discuss the opportunity to make these assets more broadly available. 

The discussion focused on understanding: 

• the appetite and barriers within institutions to providing such services  
• the demand from the market for these facilities 
• the operational considerations in delivering these services 

The session forms part of a wider information gathering exercise being undertaken by Dispace and 
the UOD Research and Innovation team.  The objective of which is to produce a report on the topic, 
with recommendations about asset utilisation and commercialisation. 

The next stage will be to share a survey with HE events, commercial, estates, facilities and faculty 
teams to gather additional data. 

The project team are engaged with Praxis Auril and JISC to bring their respective experience in 
knowledge exchange and digital transformation into the discussion. 

JISC has an existing online HE asset directory, equipment. data.ac.uk that can be a valuable tool in 
facilitating the broader awareness of and means to hire HE assets. 
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In addition to the commercial opportunity, use of facilities is a key metric when Research England 
assess grant applications so there is a broad in principal benefits case to this activity. 

Data from HESA (part of JISC) was shared to demonstrate that some activity was already underway 
in the sector, but the opportunity (given other revenue streams) might be considerably higher. 

 

2 THE DISCUSSION 

Using a handful of questions to prompt insight and examples from panel participants, the hosts 
captured a view of how institutions think about the value of their assets and the opportunity to 
leverage that value. 

2.1 Current Challenges 

2.1.1 Asset Database 

The discussion centred around having visibility of assets as a pre-cursor to being able to make them 
available for hire. 

Responses were naturally varied but a consistent theme was that data existed but was typically held 
in faculty silos, in different formats, that made it challenging to develop a holistic view. 

Consequently, there were a handful of obstacles identified in developing a reliable, single source of 
the truth: 

• As it relies on faculty expertise, and is a disparate data set, capturing the information is 
difficult 

• Once captured, the information is tough to maintain 
• Checking availability (as it evolves with timetabling needs) is time consuming 
• Understanding how and when assets can be hired is not one-size-fits-all 

There are examples of activities to gather this information, with one such project underway, where 
Maximo (from IBM) is being used to facilitate a university wide audit of facilities and equipment. 

Panel participants made it clear that without understanding what assets exist and what is possible in 
terms of hire it was impractical to try and isolate the market opportunity. 

2.1.2 Visibility of Assets for Hire (for Staff, Students, Outside Organisations) 

The collective response here was that staff and students had ways of booking facilities, but they 
varied from department to department, asset to asset. In summary there was no DeFacto method in 
place and many forms of communication and processes existed which varied per panel participant. 

The common theme was again that of faculty silos with their own discreet (offline) processes. 

In terms of public visibility, there are examples amongst institutions of facilities and equipment for 
hire via university websites.  However, where this was the case there was acknowledgement that 
limited focus had been given to the promotion of these services and in some cases the enquiry 
process may be broken. 
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The panel participants acknowledged that availability exists and assets are underutilised, with 
examples cited of state-of-the-art facilities being empty all summer, but real-time visibility of spare 
capacity wasn’t readily available. 

The barriers to facilitating greater availability for hire spanned several areas: 

• Knowledge of markets and demand 
• Resource (commercial) to realise the opportunity 
• Resource (operational) to deliver the services 
• The tools to capture leads 

2.1.3 Prioritisation 

Panel participants mentioned on several occasions that given that assets are to be used for teaching 
and learning first and foremost, finding a window for commercial hire can be a challenge.  Whilst 
that might still result in a significant amount of default spare capacity (out of term time, evenings, 
weekends) identifying after hours staffing to support activity adds to the issue. 

2.1.4 Booking Systems 

Given the discussion, it was unsurprising that booking software wasn’t extensively used for this 
purpose. 

Until there was a more joined-up view of assets, what and how they could be hired, and who they 
might be hired to it is very difficult to systemise the process. 

There were examples of this beginning to happen for simpler to manage services like sports facilities, 
but by and large the hire process was typically manual and time consuming in nature for any 
specialist service. 

2.1.5 Pricing 

As above, the upstream challenges of offering services rendered it difficult to take a methodical 
approach to pricing. 

The specialist nature of facilities and equipment, and understanding the related addressable market, 
also make it hard to understand commercial value. 

Furthermore, there were examples of asset operators providing access to services for free to 
showcase facilities that there were proud of and wanted to be utilised. 

2.1.6 Summarising the Challenges 

The challenges panel participants raised fell into categories: control, knowledge, and process. 

• Control 
o Teaching priorities can never be undermined 
o Departments ‘squirrel away’ resources, making it unclear what capacity exists 
o Value isn’t always assigned to commercial teams, who are carrying the cost of 

delivering revenue 
o Visibility of what is available and when is a manual resource by resource process 

• Knowledge 
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o Assets are siloed and specialist in nature 
o There is a need to understand your market for a diverse portfolio of assets 
o There is a need to understand the commercial opportunity for each 

• Process 
o Selling is largely reactive and long lead times means prospects are lost 
o There is limited in-bound data collection to inform demand-based strategy 
o Having the resources to deliver the services – availability and compensation 
o Booking processes – availability, payment processing 

2.2 The Opportunity 

2.2.1 Does it Matter? 

The answer 
was a 
resounding yes. 

Additional 
revenue has a 
positive impact 
from the 
perspective of 
funding other 
ventures / 
investments 
and 
demonstrating 
the wider 
community 
value of the 
university’s 
assets. 

Commercial teams responsible for driving revenue increases can evidence this as direct consequence 
of their activities, validating their department’s budget, even though their work also directly benefits 
other departments significantly. The prospect of being able to report on this data during reviews is 
extremely desirable to help re-enforce the allocation of revenue to commercial teams who carry the 
cost of facilitating sales. 

There was consensus in terms of developing asset registers to understand what was available and 
using those as the entry point to build a picture of market demand.  

Whilst the knowledge to do so relied on collaboration from faculty and estates colleagues, and 
appetite to do so varied, there were some positive examples of departments that really want to get 
more people to use the facilities they are proud of. 

There were plenty of pockets of activity that were demonstrative of desire to make the most of 
these assets, and the value that could be derived in doing so. 
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One such example of how assets could be used creatively came from a panellist who was looking at 
hiring kitchens for filming and providing access to student bars for community use.  They were also 
capturing enquiry data to understand demand and looking at implementation of live booking where 
services allowed. 

They also described their win-win relationship with faculties where the value exchange for use of 
facilities was commission for supervising / delivering services, and budget that could be used to buy 
equipment for day-to-day academic purposes. 

A further example was cited in relation to a university’s success in hiring anatomy suites to surgeons. 

3 EMERGING VIEW OF APPROACH 

The themes of the discussion were very consistent and so a view quickly emerged of how panel 
participants thought about overcoming the challenges in offering these services and realising the 
opportunity from them. 

• Know your assets 
• Understand market demand 
• Develop test cases 
• Land and expand 

3.1 Know your assets 

The first step to doing more with your assets is understanding what you have.  This is broader than 
just noting down names and locations, it must help inform what the potential value and service 
delivery model looks like.   

Approaching faculty heads to create working groups was identified as a logical way to attack this 
process. 

Any asset register should capture: 

• Basic information and descriptions 
• What is the availability picture 
• How would the service be delivered 
• What is the profile of someone wanting the use the service 
• Are there insurance / risk considerations that impact freedom to hire 

The above would allow a score to be established that could indicate the relative value likely to be 
derived from activity. 

3.2 Understand Market Demand 

Drawing on the expertise of asset owners and operators within the institution, develop a picture of 
what a customer might look like for each asset, evaluating: 

• Size of market – broad or niche 
• Sales conversion – will interest turn into booking 
• Frequency of purchase – is it likely that customers will hire regularly 
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• Value – can the price be benchmarked or understood from a knowledge of demand and the 
value prospects assign to the asset 

A football pitch and a very specialist piece of laboratory kit have very different market profiles, but 
whilst the former might feel intuitively more valuable given the expectations about addressable 
market, a few niche customers who highly value a facility might be more lucrative. 

3.3 Develop Test Cases 

By building a picture of assets and demand, institutions can score what they have and identify a 
handful of assets to test by marketing the services, providing online booking tools that capture data 
and facilitate the delivery process that has been developed with the asset operator. 

This would then demonstrate the revenue opportunity on a smaller, more manageable scale, and 
highlight the delivery gaps and opportunities for self-serve booking technology. 

Test cases should be developed with a structured approach to sharing value and aligning parties' 
interests: 

• Commercial teams having revenue assigned to them 
• Faculty staff earning revenue share from supporting delivery 
• Defined commitments to re-invest value in the facilities being used 

3.4 Land and Expand 

Once the data has been gathered on a small sample of assets, and the business case proven, 
processes can be refined, and the number of facilities and equipment hire services expanded 
further. 

The process of gathering and maintaining asset data to capture the insights in 3.1 and 3.2 should be 
embedded, and fixed, periodic reviews to support ongoing identification of opportunities. 

 

4 NEXT STEPS 

From a project perspective the UOD and Dispace team are focused on finalising the survey for 
distribution later in Q1 2023.   

Once the results have been analysed and the report developed, the team will re-engage with the 
panel participants to review results and agree on a go-forward working group. 

 

 


